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About This Game

GEO Master is a 3D geography game. This game has different learning modes. You have the opportunity to explore the globe,
you can test your knowledge and then compare your score obtained during timed games on the whole planet or on the continent

of your choice !
The UNESCO mode allows you to test your knowledge on the most famous monuments and landmarks of our world.

The Incredible Facts mode presents you disturbing and amazing facts about the Earth you probably never heard before !

You can also enter 1v1 competitions with your friends in the real-time multiplayer mode, online or on local network.

Learn, remember and enter friendly competitions ! There is nothing simpler to learn more about geography while having fun.
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cant get it to open up,was really pumped too :(,after a long fight it is fun to play around in. I wish the gameplay had more
because i like were it is going.. I played 10 minutes, paused the game 5 times. 10/10 Game. FYI this game has been utterly
abandoned. No real work done in 2-3 years. Look in the community board for further details on how it's still being sold.. I will
say this game is cute and entertaining but only for a short while.

There's a lot of sitting around in this. There isn't much to manage to keep you busy sadly.

I would've liked to even just see the progress of orders going in and out. I never know who or what chef is doing what.

If you are used to good tycoons. id stay away it gets boring fast.

i also forgot to mention i had to restart my game because my chef went into a endless loop of food prep and never served the
customers at one point. PLEASE if you intend to play this game, save frequently otherwise it'll ruin your resturaunt if this glitch
happens. Definitely needs patched.

Sadly i feel like i wasted my money :/. Really nice 2D sidescroller!
- doesn't get boring
- nice artwork
- good controls
- nice characters
- puzzles are kinda easy
- good audio. So... I got a coupon for this game, and decided to try it. Trivia seems to be more recent, rather than of the early
days of hockey. As for the achievements... well, all you have to do is open the game and close it to get all 5K... though be
careful, as Steam may crash from all of those achievements hitting at the same time.... Don't let your computer's bits touch this
game's 8-bits.

This game aims to bring back the best of 1980's but, instead, it just brought us back a bad dose of AIDS.

As many have noted, this was an attempt at a Contra clone, but 8-bit Commando could better be described as a computerized
AIDS simulator.

Utterly cuntageous. Should be renamed "Cuntra".. Do I recommend this game yes I do?
Having never played a football manager game before.
Really didn’t know what to expect.
Started of really badly think I went 40 games before my first win.
Decided to ask for help. Found a helper and private chatted with him on and off for a few days.
Read the game guide as he recommended and tbh there’s a lot but worth it if you want to succeed. He found me some free
signing recommended some to bid on from the transfer market. Also explained it takes a little time to work on team. And
starting squads were not very good well I found that out myself lol. So I released advertised my players.
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Every one of them in fact think I got 10k in total He also told me to try to stick to one formation one tactic a lot of new
managers chop and change to much he told me To shorten this review now will say after a week of signing free players and
cheap buys from market I started to pull away in my qualifying league that was a bit of a wait a fair few days before games
became due.
Found by chatting in matches to managers some help in buying players
Found a few real legend players cheap and doubled my money on two in transfer window.
By the end of 3 weeks my total outlay was 2. 5 mill but received 3 mill in sales from my free signings and real legends I had
bought , had no starting squad players left now, it was my own squad and I had won qualifying group.
Joined an fa and now sit top of that in div 3 Looking forward to div2 next season Have played 25% of league games live against
other managers Again not fantastic but assured it does improve higher you go. Can only say I see negative managers in chat but I
think there often managers with a few teams.
Who seem only to be trying to upset others but its sorted out by a report button system and the community as a whole ban a
manager for a short time period from disrupting chat.
I see this as a good thing. Now do I have to play 24/7? No I do not.
How long do I need to play a day? Longer is probable better, but 10 to 20 mins can be enough.
Really enjoy my time in game. Love beating up the boys:]
Will come back with more after a few months.

. Butts-hard indeed, but not unfair. Cool aesthetic. Fast eyes and fingers required.. this is a great and fun game to play with my
brother. but there is something wrong with the settings i cant do anything in there pls fix.
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Tank Universal took me back to the 80s with its retro Tron style graphics and gameplay. A suprisingly good story with fun
missions and decent tank controls. Good stuff.. Wonderful concept with issues that I couldn't put up with.
Lacking polish, frequently performing the wrong action and a tutorial that doesn't even cover the basics of the game.

If you put in the time to learn all the basics then it could be a rewarding experience. On the other hand a little more dev time
could polish those rough edges for everyone.. Ok so let me be frank here with you, this so called "puzzle game" has no real
depth to it
unlike other puzzle games there is no logic in some puzzles allow me to explain and this will spoil
a puzzle so be warned.

In the game you have to unlock a lock that has a password you get the password on a toolbox
and you get a clue but the clue is so vague that they might as well could've left it out
anyways you have to guess the code so the developer thought like this: Clue > Guess > Solve
which is NOT how you do a puzzle in any way, shape or form who is this idiot that thought this was
a good idea, I mean have they ever played a puzzle game or is this just an insult to puzzle lovers?
You build puzzles on logic and a clue that shows you HOW to solve it not directly of course
but not to misguide you either.
The clue was that the number (for us) was a red 2 but that could mean ANY number of things
no pun intended.

The graphics of the game is how everyone else (with a brain) is describing it; very annoying
everything is super dark and with such a bright glare on everything that it would put any polished surface to shame, I mean
serisouly it's hard to tell things to a friend when you can't even freaking see it and
I don't know how many screen tearings or picture jumpings I saw but more enough to know
that if you are going to play this in VR make sure to take your motion sickness pills because you are
in for a h*ll of a ride.

The controls are... well... low budget; basically no controls at all you can look around and click on things, ENJOY!

With only 1 level to play out 4 that will cost you ~5 euros each (which is hefty price)
this isn't much of a game to stick into your game library, I mean yes the game is free
but suffer from many things that could be considered a 'fraud' by todays standards.

To sum everything up this COULD be game that you want and are looking for
that is not out of the question however are you willing to pay for more stuff
and cope with the losses when the game developers looks the other way
with a look that says: "We will not fix anything or make anymore updates on this game"
that's up to you, your wallet or wife to argue about.
. Even though i hadnt played the original game, i bought this and it was worth it. Its an amazing game with 2 paths to go, giving
me 7+ hours of game time. I really recommend this TO EVERYONE!. gfdasddafsdsd. Not bad for a free game. The graphics
and animation weren't great, but the actual voice work saved this game.
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